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We Shape Brands.

How We Add Value.

Translate your ideas into
visual marketing tools
that speak for you.

Deep financial credential. Team members have 20+ years in the industry.
We’ve been trusted by banks, asset managers hedge funds, private-equity,
wealth-management firms and insurers.

Our design starts with your
vision. We step into your world,
listen intently and then stretch,
push and reshape to go beyond
the expected. We craft visuals
that crystallize your messaging
and activate your strategy.

Humanizing brands. We’re passionate about creating client/stakeholder-focused
branding for financial firms of every size. We build out strategy from the start,
and make sure campaigns are consistent across touch points so trust and
engagement deepens.

And, we make the process easy,
straightforward and enjoyable.
Visit us at www.baselinegroupny.com

Who We Serve.
Alger
Apollo Global
Management, LLC
Arsenal Capital
Partners
AXIS Capital
Citi Alternative
Investments
Citi Global
Transaction Services
Citi Private Bank
Citigroup
Investment Banking
Court Square
Capital Partners
Deutsche Bank
Forester Capital, LLC
Galliard Capital
Management, Inc.

We listen. Exceptional client service is the heartbeat of our success, and the
core of our value proposition. We have no bureaucracy, and we answer our own
phones. Your needs are quickly addressed, and solutions found. Nothing gets
lost in the shuffle.
Brand expertise. Whether you are updating your brand, doing a product
launch, or creating new campaigns, we have deep expertise in creating the
voice you need, reflecting your values and understanding the nuances of brand
evolution. Every member of our experienced mar/com branding team is involved
start to finish.

Goldman Sachs
Asset Management

Content Marketing

Sales Collateral

HSBC Private Bank

• White papers

• Presentations

Kelso & Company

• Articles/Commentary

• Pitch Books

Lincolnshire
Management

• Blogs

• Proposals

Virtual/In-person
Conferences, and
Trade Shows

Digital and Social

The Muni Center
(TMC)
Odyssey Investment
Partners, LLC

• Virtual environments,
and meetings

• Campaigns

StepStone Global

• Booths/Signage

Sterling
National Bank

• Promotional Material

Morgan Stanley
Alternative
Investment Partners

• Strategy
• Content

Swiss Re
Sun Capital Partners

Marketing Materials

Technical Writing

• Brochures

• ESG Reports

• Profiles

• RFPs

• Flyers

• Product Guides

Marketing Campaigns
• Direct Mail

Website
Development

• E-Mail Marketing

• Content

• Promotions

• Design
• Programming

Past Performance

Deutsche Bank
Corporate Citizenship Americas

and build community
Corporate Social Responsibility
Report 2011

Corporate Social Responsibility
Highlights 2011
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02 Veterans on Wall Street
New York
Through its Veterans on Wall Street network,
Deutsche Bank chaired a consortium of 5 major
financial services firms that hosted a conference,
which consisted of a job fair, breakout learning
sessions and a charitable dinner.

03 Community Development Award
New York
Deutsche Bank was ranked #1 among wholesale
banks in the 2011 State of Bank Reinvestment in
New York City report issued by the Association
for Neighborhood & Housing Development.

04 Stocks in the Future
Baltimore
A team of employees utilized their market
knowledge to help enhance the curriculum of a
local financial literacy program that introduces
underperforming middle school students to
the fundamentals of investing through real-life
applications in the stock market.

05 AlfaSol
Brazil
AlfaSol works to reduce the high levels of illiteracy
in Brazil. Deutsche Bank provides support for a
technical and professional training program for
young adults, which helps participants strengthen
their skills, gain access to the labor market and
maintain employment.

06 Alfred Herrhausen Society
Brazil
The nonprofit Alfred Herrhausen Society is the
international forum of Deutsche Bank. Its work
focuses on new forms of governance as a response
to the challenges of the 21st century. Policymakers,
business leaders, academic experts and media
commentators from around the world attended
Foresight, an annual symposium that took place
in Brazil to discuss the country’s development
and role in a multipolar world.

07 Leaders in Action
Argentina
Conducted in partnership with a national education
advocacy organization and a major university,
Leaders in Action provides training and ongoing
support to school principals as a strategy for
strengthening schools and helping students
achieve academic success.

08 Architecture for Humanity
Haiti
Deutsche Bank is providing funding to commission
and install art in 10 schools as part of a civic art
program that aims to instill in students a sense
of pride in their culture and hope for the future.
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01 Aboriginal Summer Literacy Camps
Toronto
With Deutsche Bank’s support, Frontier College,
a national literacy organization, provides skills
development for over 2,000 children in 60+
low-income communities across Canada.
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Learn more
about Veterans
on Wall Street

Preview of the
Deutsche Bank
Urban Age
Award 2012,
a project of the
Alfred Herrhausen
Society
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Sustainability: Ensuring viability

1.1

09 Pro Mujer
Mexico
Pro Mujer is a women’s development organization
that provides poor women in Latin America with the
means to build livelihoods for themselves and futures
for their families through microfinance, business
training and healthcare support. Deutsche Bank has
provided financing to Pro Mujer Mexico since 2007.

10 Playground Build
Houston
For the office’s first volunteer project,
Deutsche Bank employees helped construct
a playground for a new elementary school
in one of the city’s underserved communities.

11 New Generation Fund
Los Angeles
The New Generation Fund was created by Enterprise
Community Partners, the city’s housing department
and local foundations to facilitate the development
of affordable housing to improve community stability.

12 Museum of Contemporary Art*
Chicago
Deutsche Bank supported This Will Have Been:
Art, Love & Politics in the 1980s, an exhibit that
represents the diversity and complexity of art
produced during this tumultuous decade when the
art world veered between radical and conservative,
capricious and political, socially engaged and art
historically aware.
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Deutsche Bank

* Barbara Kruger
(American, b. 1945)
Untitled (we will no longer be seen and
not heard), 1985
Nine framed lithographs
Each: 20 1/2 x 20 1/2 in. (52.1 x 52.1 cm)
Collection of Barbara Lee, Cambridge, MA
© Barbara Kruger, Courtesy Mary Boone
Gallery, New York
Photo: Nathan Keay, © MCA Chicago

Corporate Social Responsibility – Americas Report 2011
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Deutsche Bank has been a longtime partner with
Enterprise Community Partners in creating sustainable
communities and developing affordable housing.
This green roof was designed by an Enterprise Rose
Architectural Fellow in an innovative partnership
with desigNYC
Credit: Tom Sobolik, Enterprise

Goldman Sachs Asset Management Fund Launch Brochures
Concept, Design, Production and Printing

Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation Annual Report
Concept, Design, Production and Printing

personal Banking solutions

Sterling National Bank has a full range of capabilities
to meet your personal banking needs.

Business Banking solutions
delivered through
a single point of contact
who understands your Business.
that’s sterling.

personal Borrowing

personal checking

Sterling offers the lending capabilities and
expertise to assist you in making smart financing
decisions. If you’re considering that next big
purchase or investment, we’ll help you identify
and acquire the right borrowing tools. If you’re
in the market for a new home, no bank in the
region surpasses Sterling in our range of choices
and knowledge of local markets. You can select
from a comprehensive range of fixed and
adjustable mortgages, jumbo mortgages, and
first-time home-buyer programs. A Sterling
Home Equity Line of Credit allows you to tap
into your home as an asset for an immediate
source of cash. You’ll be able to consolidate your
other debts into one low monthly payment and
use the cash for any purpose you need.

Whether you want simple, efficient checking
or a more powerful solution that includes
savings and special rate bonuses, Sterling has
your answer. And you can manage your money
with ease using free Online Banking, Bill Pay,
Mobile Banking, and more.
personal savings
Our savings solutions offer competitive rates
and convenient features and can be linked to
other Sterling deposit accounts for additional
benefits and privileges. Bring your financial
goals within reach with diverse products and
services, and with a relationship manager who
has the expertise and insight to guide you.

“When I walked into a
Sterling Financial Center,
a banker sat with me to
explain my options and
gave me advice based on
my personal circumstances.
With that help, I was
able to make the choices
that made the most
sense for me.”

private Banking
Sterling offers an opportunity for select clients to
receive exclusive amenities and unique privileges
in the Private Banking program. Your relationship
manager will offer expert guidance and support
based on the comprehensive management of both
your business and personal financial activities
across our entire company.

1

Some of the many privileges you’ll enjoy include:
! A dedicated wealth services advisor
! A dedicated mortgage loan officer and discounts
on mortgage closing costs
! The highest current standard rates we offer
on checking and savings accounts

14
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Sterling National Bank Collateral Branding
We are their outsourced design and production

Citi Alternative Investments Collateral Branding
We were their outsourced design and production

KEY ATTRIBUTES

The Sun Capital Difference
EXPEDIENCY

Our staff of approximately
140 and a decisive
approach enables us
to close deals within
30 days, compared to
3 to 6 months typical
of other buyers.

FLEXIBILITY

We can customize
the structure of our
deals to satisfy a wide
range of seller needs.
We’re experienced at
using a full spectrum
of financial tools in our
acquisitions, including
stock, assets, bank
debt, bonds, securities,
and can even provide
a cash infusion to
assure liquidity.

A Letter from the CEO

TRANSACTION TEAM

A Global Team of Experienced Professionals

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

Dedicated professionals
with the knowledge and
the informed perspective
to analyze, build, and
transform results.

OPERATING
EXPERTISE

Senior in-house
operating professionals
who leverage their
real-world experience
running businesses
to collaborate with
management on highimpact operational
improvements.

Sun Capital North America Team

CERTAINTY
OF CLOSING

Our transactions
don’t require financing
contingencies, as
Sun Capital affiliates
can bridge the entire
purchase price
at closing.

M. Steven Liff

Michael Kalb

SENIOR MANAGING DIRECTOR

SENIOR MANAGING DIRECTOR

sliff@suncappart.com

kalb@suncappart.com

HEAD OF NORTH AMERICA

Track record of
success, since 1995.

SUN CAPITAL PARTNERS, INC. | FIRM OVERVIEW

To our shareholders:

Jonathan Borell

Daniel Florian

Matthew Garff

Andreas Bösenberg
MANAGING DIRECTOR

MANAGING DIRECTOR

dflorian@suncappart.com

mgarff@suncappart.com

aboesenberg@suncappart.com

pdaccus@suncappart.com

MANAGING DIRECTOR

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Paul Daccus

Embracing Change.
Delivering Results.

TR ANSFORMING POTENTIAL
INTO RESULTS
Jeremy Stone

Jared Wien

We leveraged our competitive advantage – having the
sophistication of a world-class carrier and the agility of a midsized firm – to seize upon changes in the marketplace and
create opportunities. Among the past year’s achievements:
We extended the reach of our core specialty insurance and
reinsurance operations, expanding our business to new lines and
geographies. We brought on new market leaders and teams. We
sharpened our use of technology and improved our underwriting
and portfolio construction through the greater use of data and
analytics. We increased the efficiency of our operations, further
focused our distribution management strategy, broadened
our range of risk funding sources including third party capital
partnerships, and enhanced our client service while growing our
reputation as a leader in claims handling.

HEAD OF EUROPE

jborell@suncappart.com

MANAGING DIRECTOR

2016 was a good year for AXIS. We gained meaningful traction in pursuit of our
strategic goals and recorded a series of gratifying achievements. In the face of a
continuing difficult and evolving market environment – characterized by tough
competition, relentless pricing pressures, an excess of capital and low interest
rates – AXIS harnessed the forces of change and delivered positive results.

Sun Capital Europe Team*

Aaron Wolfe

MANAGING DIRECTOR

MANAGING DIRECTOR

MANAGING DIRECTOR

jstone@suncappart.com

jwien@suncappart.com

awolfe@suncappart.com

Todd Plosker

Jerome Nomme

MANAGING DIRECTOR
HE AD OF CAPITAL MARKE T S

MANAGING DIRECTOR

jnomme@suncappart.com

tplosker@suncappart.com

In doing so, we continued to build greater value in the
company and reward our shareholders. I am pleased that our
core operating performance strengthened as the underlying
improvements we have put in place allowed us to absorb both
higher industry cat losses and negative market conditions
and still deliver for our clients, partners in distribution and our
shareholders. In 2016, we continued to reduce our exposure
to catastrophe risk and to lower the volatility of our overall results.
In a year of noteworthy catastrophe events, AXIS experienced a
lower-than-industry share of losses.

*Location of an affiliate of Sun Capital Partners, Inc.

SUN CAPITAL PARTNERS, INC. | FIRM OVERVIEW

Through these initiatives and others, we are laying the foundation of
a differentiated leader in global specialty risks, achieving intelligent
growth in selected markets, optimizing our portfolios, matching risks
with the right capital, and delivering solid and stable profitability.

AXIS Capital 2016 Annual Report
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As we reflect back on 2016, we are proud to have marked another milestone for Sun
Capital; we completed two of the most successful exits in our firm’s history: Critical
Flow Solutions and Admiral Petroleum Company. As always, we owe these results to
the hard work and commitment of our colleagues, portfolio company management
teams and the support of our investors and intermediaries. In addition to these
two great exits, we are delighted to provide an update on several of our other
accomplishments during 2016, including:

F I R M OV E RV I E W

The past year has been one of driving results and demonstrating
tangible business growth. Certainly, we have not yet achieved all
we aim to accomplish and we are, in fact, just beginning to tap
into our significant potential. We embarked on 2017 with the right
plan, the financial strength and, most of all, the talented people and
entrepreneurial spirit necessary to get us where we intend to go and
seize upon the opportunities of today’s marketplace.

Delivering on Our Long-Term Strategy
The cornerstone of the year’s success was a rigorous adherence
to our strategic guidelines. These priorities were not new, but
were consistent with the goals and strategic imperatives we first
outlined several years ago:

1

To focus our efforts on the lines and markets
where we have the relevance, expertise and scale
to grow profitably.
Committed to our hybrid strategy, AXIS has developed substantial
platforms in both insurance and reinsurance, providing us with
a broader set of opportunities, balance and diversification.
Still, we do not intend to be all things to everyone. We are
committed to being a leader in specialty risk, an area in which we
already have depth of talent and experience, and have earned an
outstanding reputation.

In my letter to you last year, we discussed that we had walked away
from a merger that no longer made economic sense because we
were confident that we did not need such a transaction to continue
to sustain and, in fact, grow our business. While our actions showed
our discipline and resolve in creating value for our shareholders, we
recognized that we had to demonstrate our ability to succeed on
our own.

During the year, we built further upon this commitment.
We increased our scale and market relevance in key sectors,
both through organic growth and acquisition. For example, we
announced the acquisition of Aviabel, a premier European specialty
aviation insurer and reinsurer, and further extended our geographic
reach by expanding our growing accident & health franchise into
Dubai. We also set up for the launch of our Miami office to grow our
insurance and reinsurance businesses in the Latin American market.

I believe that in 2016 the entire AXIS organization unquestionably
delivered that success. The extensive work in reassessing our
organization from top to bottom, in preparation for that merger, laid
the foundation for a reinvigorated, more sharply focused company.

Just as we focused on businesses where we have built scale and
command a solid marketplace position, we also pursued our
strategy of focusing on channels of distribution where we have
the greatest relevance. This included redirecting resources and
AXIS Capital 2016 Annual Report | 3

 Completing six platform acquisitions and eight highly accretive
add-on acquisitions

Sun Capital Partners, Inc. is a global private equity firm
focused on identifying companies’ untapped potential and
leveraging its deep operational and financial resources to
transform results. Sun Capital is a trusted partner that is recognized
for its investment and operational experience, including particular
expertise in the consumer products and services, food and beverage,
industrial, packaging, chemicals, building products, automotive,
restaurant and retail sectors. Since 1995, Sun Capital has invested
in over 340 companies worldwide across a broad range of industries
and transaction structures with sales in excess of $45 billion.
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2 | Embracing Change. Delivering Results.

Whereas we ended 2015 on a note of optimism and determination,
we ended 2016 with confidence and great enthusiasm for the future.

 Realizing over $750 million of gross proceeds across the portfolio, driven by
nine exits and numerous dividends, bringing distributions to our investors to
$4.5 billion over the past five years
 Completing twenty-eight financings for approximately $1.7 billion
 Promoting Daniel Florian, Jeremy Stone and Jared Wien to Managing
Directors – Transactions and Todd Plosker to Managing Director and
Head of Capital Markets
As we look toward 2017, we are confident that we will find companies with
potential that we can transform with our operational expertise into great results.
Furthermore, with the support of our portfolio company management teams, we
will continue to concentrate on creating our own tailwinds in this low growth
economic environment.
We look forward to keeping you apprised of our accomplishments and are excited
to continue to work with everyone in 2017!
Best wishes for a healthy and successful year,
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Marc and Rodger
Co-CEOs
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FINANCINGS

» 28

AMOUNT
FINANCED

» $1.7 Billion

Financing Type:
First Lien Term Loan

Financing Type:
Senior Secured

Financing Type:
First Lien Term Loan

Amount Financed:
$345,000,000

Amount Financed:
$40,000,000

Amount Financed:
$350,000,000

Financing Type:
Asset Based

Financing Type:
Second Lien Term Loan

Financing Type:
Senior Secured

Amount Financed:
$110,000,000 &
£86,900,000

Amount Financed:
$18,000,000

Amount Financed:
€39,000,000

Financing Type:
Senior Secured

Financing Type:
Senior Secured

Financing Type:
Senior Secured

Amount Financed:
£24,500,000

Amount Financed:
£33,000,000

Amount Financed:
$106,000,000
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Sun Capital Partners Collateral Branding
We are their outsourced design and production

AXIS Capital Annual Report (Printed & Digital)
Concept, Design, Production and Printing
Adapted printed report into a fully digital experience including programming.

